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Presentation Notes
Osha (Ligusticum porteri) is an important medicinal plant for many tribes as well as Hispanics and naturopaths.  Common names for it are “Porter’s Lovage”, “Colorado cough root”, and “Indian parsley”.  The Hopi word for it is “Honngaapi” (“Bear Medicine”).  It is used for sore throat, to build up the voice for singing, to  treat a cold, viral infections, and head congestion.



When in doubt.. Contact an Archaeologist… 
 
Red Rock Ranger District:         Travis Bone  (928) 203-7527 
Flagstaff /Mormon Lake Districts:  Jeremy Haines (928) 527-8261 
Mogollon Rim Ranger District:   Mark Swift (928) 477-5001 
or  Forest Archaeologist:  Peter  Pilles (928) 527-3476 
Tribal Relations Specialist Craig J. Johnson (928) 527-3475 

Tribes that Regularly Collect Plants and 
Materials on  the Coconino National Forest 

Hopi                  Navajo 
 
Apache             Yavapai  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you know if the proposed use or quantity of material is actually for ceremonial use?How do you know if the person is a Native American?  When in doubt, just take their word for it.  The ill will that would result isn’t worth it.



Cultural Sensitivity 

•  Uniforms are intimidating 
 

• Some traditional tribal members 
    will refuse to get permits 
 
•  Language barriers 
 
•  Confidentiality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultural Differences:Many tribal people are taught to avoid eye contact.  To the dominant society, this implies lying or a person has something to hide. A Navajo handshake is very light and delicate, rather than the expected John Wayne firm, strong handshake.Many tribes trace descent from the mother, rather than the father’s side of the family (matrilineal descent).  So the important person for religious and cultural training is a person’s uncle (mother’s brother), not their blood father. Anglo use of handkerchiefs – “Only you belligana would want to save that stuff!”Regarding permits:  Some people feel why should they need a permit for something their religion requires them to do, and that they have done for centuries?  Although some will refuse to get a permit, many others want a permit, just to ensure they are not hassled by agency law enforcement or patrolling personnel.Language Barriers:  1.  Often, the leader of a collection group is an elder who may not speak English very well.Language Barriers:Ceremonial collecting groups are often led by elders who may not speak English very well.2.  Some words don’t have the same meaning – Many Hopi include Douglas fir and pinyon when they say they are collecting “spruce”.Confidentiality:  Ceremonial information is something that people are not supposed to know unless they have been initiated, so many tribal people don’t want to talk about it or provide details on what they want to collect or why.Often, materials are collected from specific locations, according to the clan, religious society, or ceremony, that are to remain secret to the uninitiated. Other:  Only a small part of a religious ceremony is seen by the public.  Most of a ceremony is done in a kiva or in special places.  Ceremonies may take place over several days or weeks and when it is time to collect materials for the ceremony, THAT is the time in which it must be done.  You can’t put the ceremony on hold to “Come back on Monday to get a permit.”



Forest Products Used   
for Ceremonial and  

 Traditional Purposes   

FOREST 
PRODUCT 

USE 

Juniper boughs Shade structures 

Small fir trees Kachina dances 

Fir, pinyon, 
juniper boughs 

Katsina dances 

Cat tails Kachina dances 

Misc. poles Corrals, Shades 

Greenoak up to 6” Bows, kiva ladder rungs 

Aspen boughs Shade structures 

Ponderosa Logs Hogans, Kivas 

Willow branches Basketry 

Yucca Basketry, soap 

Pinyon nuts Food 

Misc. herbs, 
roots, plants 

Medicinal, ceremonial, 
dyes, weaving, food 

Bee weed Pottery paint 

Devil’s claw Basketry 

Squaw bush Basketry 

Bear grass Basketry 

Spring water Ceremonial 

Agave Food (need state permit) 

Soil, minerals & 
sand 

Ceremonial, pottery 

Lava rock Sweat houses 
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Presentation Notes
These materials, in moderate quantities and for personal use, do not require a permit.



Ceremonial Fuelwood 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this slide to discuss the differences between “ceremonial” use and “personal use”, as many tribal &front desk people don’t understand the difference between Confirm whether the fuelwood use is for personal use or ceremonial use in order to use the appropriate permit authority.Mentiion our continuing problem of people obtaining a “ceremonial” permit, but then our LEO’s catch them selling the wood.What’s an “acceptable” amount of ceremonial fuelwood? – Depends on the length of the ceremony – Navajo night dances, for example, are conducted for three succesive nights.  One problem is the disconnect between the months when we authorize fuelwood cutting (April through December) and the late winter/early spring (January through April) when local communities may run out wood.  They can’t legally go out and cut more wood to pull them through the last of the cold period.  However, “ceremonial” fuelwood cutting can be done throughout the year - it is not restricted to just a few months.



Ceremonial Poles and Fuelwood:  
How Are They Used? 

Sweat Lodges 

Healing Ceremonies 

Kivas 

Hogans 

Kiva Ladders 

Peyote  
Ceremonies Corrals/Shade Structures 



Golden Eagles, Bald Eagles, & Hawks: 
Collection of Baby Birds & Feathers 

On National Forests: 
Fish and Wildlife Service issues permits to tribe based on expected numbers 
needed.  Tribe reports how many birds collected to FWS at the end of year. 

 

On National Park Service: 
Different Organic Act for NPS, so different regulations.  NPS maintains tribes 
cannot take wildlife from Parks and Monument. 

. 



Some Traditional Collecting Areas on 
the Coconino National Forest 

San Francisco Peaks 

Anderson Mesa: Chavez Pass 

Red Rocks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plants, soil, stones, and other materials are collected from the entire Forest.  Places where materials are collected are general sacred places, ancestral sites, or places important to clan migration traditions.  For many ceremonies, materials must come from those locations to maintain the purity and effectiveness of the ceremony.   In addition to the areas pictured above, other places that are frequently used are Oak Creek Canyon, Lake Mary, entrance road to Walnut Canyon National Monument, Elden Pueblo, Sunset Crater area, Beaver Creek, 
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